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Content

• 1pcs. SIMATIC S7-1500, Digital input module, DI 64xDC 24V SNK/SRC BA, 64 channels
• 2pcs. Connection modules TP1 32 channels, push-in clamp with LED
• 2pcs. Connection cable unshielded length: 2,0m

A benchmark in usability
SIMATIC ET 200MP is a modular, distributed I/O system that can be used in a wide variety of applications. SIMATIC ET 200MP complies with IP 20 degree of protection and is intended for installation in a control cabinet.

Benefits
✓ Low project planning effort saves engineering time
✓ Easy connection of the IO's even with high channel density
✓ Optimum usability during commissioning and servicing

Your advantages with the action package
• 50% price advantage compared to individual prices
• High density of functions and channels with low space requirement
• Short delivery time

Focus industries
Automotive & Electronics

Price: 249€ 6ES7 521-1BP00-4YB5

Short delivery time

More information at:
www.siemens.com/et200mp

* Offer is only available in select regions and limited to 5 packages per customer. As long as stock lasts.